Custom Craftsmanship

Discover the world’s
most innovative
hearing technology.

Introducing
Evolv AI,
Starkey’s
best sounding
custom
hearing aids.

Our most advanced hearing
technology gives you the
best Starkey Sound™ yet
in custom devices, making
hearing effortless.
Evolv AI hearing aids are
handcrafted and customized
to fit your unique ear anatomy.
Loaded with our most innovative
technology and clearest sound,
these hearing aids seamlessly
connect to your lifestyle.

Expertly
designed
for the life
you love.
At Starkey, we’re
known for our
industry-leading
custom artistry and
the industry’s first
custom rechargeable.
Evolv AI is our best
sounding hearing aid
ever, handcrafted and
personalized for your
unique ear.

These discreet and powerful devices
have water-resistant coating to resist
dust, moisture, and humidity ensuring
your custom hearing aids last a long time.

Handcrafted
styles.
Clearer sound.
Effortlessly
everything.

Exceptional sound quality
in a full line of handcrafted
hearing aids. Now that’s what
we call effortless hearing.
Customization and innovation
have led to an effortless hearing
experience. With up to 55 million
personalized adjustments every
hour, our always-on, always
automatic approach delivers realistic
and genuine sound quality in every
listening environment without the
need to do anything extra.

Noise Energy
Compared to previous technology,
with Evolv AI providing an
additional 40% reduction in
noise energy designed to reduce
listening effort, your sound
quality is better than ever.

2-Way Audio
Now, you can take and end calls
directly from your hearing aids
instead of your Apple device. Plus,
hearing aid microphones pick up
and stream your voice directly back
to iPhone and iPad,* allowing you
to seamlessly talk hands-free.

Edge Mode
Hearing better in challenging
listening environments is easy
with our friendly, on-demand
Artificial Intelligence feature
that works with or without the
Thrive app.

TeleHear™
Remote programming offers even
more flexibility and fine tuning
wherever you are. By consulting
with your hearing professional
virtually, you can easily make
adjustments to your hearing aids.
*C ompatible with iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max,
and later, as well as iPad Pro 12.9-inch (5th generation), iPad
Pro 11-inch (3rd generation), iPad Air (4th generation), and
iPad mini (6th generation).

A style
crafted just
for you.

You want hearing aids
that are discreet, stylish,
and effortless, right?
Well, with our custom craftsmanship,
Evolv AI offers a complete line of hearing
technology that’s smartphone compatible,
fit to your unique ear anatomy, rechargeable
or non-rechargeable, and adapts seamlessly
to your everyday life.
Your hearing professional will help find the
style that works perfectly for you, so you
can wear your hearing aids with confidence
and easily experience life to the fullest.

Customized
hearing
solutions for
every need.

In-ear Solutions
Custom molded to your
unique ear canal.
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Effortlessly
connect to the
life you love.
You expect your hearing aids to fit
perfectly with your lifestyle. With improved
connectivity, the best streaming sound
quality, and remote programming
improvements, Evolv AI does exactly that.
Connect to a life well lived.

The Thrive
Hearing
Control app
provides easy,
personalized
control.

Fall Alerts
Fall Alert now provides even
more accuracy in detection
than ever before.

Reminders
Get calendar and reminder
alerts directly through your
hearing aids.

2. Remote

Our wireless
accessories
make hearing
effortless.

Easily control memory and volume,
mute hearing aids and turn other
special features on and off.

3. TV Streamer

Allows you to easily stream audio
from your TV or other electronic audio
source directly to your hearing aids.

4. Table Microphone
A multi-functional device designed to
improve listening in group gatherings
or noisy restaurants. It also functions
as a TV streamer or even a body-worn
remote microphone.

Connect effortlessly to your
world with our versatile line
of accessories.

5. Custom Charger

1. Remote Microphone +

Premium Custom Charger
With up to three full charges,
our chargers let you know when
your hearing aids are charged,

Mini Remote Microphone
Both enable easy audio streaming
and one-on-one conversations in
noisy environments.

automatically turning the devices
on when removed from the charger.
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The Starkey logo, Starkey, Thrive, TeleHear, Evolv and Evolv logo are
trademarks of Starkey Laboratories, Inc.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, App Store and Siri are
trademarks of Apple, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Google Play is a trademark of Google LLC.
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